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(54) Grounding method for eliminating process antenna effect

(57) A metJiod for eliminating the antenna effect in

the manufacture of an integrated circuit in a silicon sub-

strate, wherein thereare contactpad areas atthe periph*

ery of the integrated circuit and interconnection lines

connecting the contact pad areas with the integrated cir-

cuit. This is achieved by grounding the contactpad areas

to^e silicon substrate; processing in a plasma environ-

ment that would normally produce electricaJ charge

build-up at the gate oxide of the integrated circuit, but

wherein the grounded contact pad areas eliminates the

charge l3uild*i^; and disatsling the grounding of the con-

tact pad areas to retrievethefunctioning ofthe integrated

circuit
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Descripfion

The present fnvention relates to the manufacture of

highly dense integrated circuits, and more particularly to

the elimination of electrostatic charge build-up at the

device during manufacture in, for example, plasma etch-

ing orthe like process steps.

In the manufacture of highly dense integrated cir-

cufts using Metal Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) technol-

ogy vwth multiple metal layers, electrical charge may
build up at the device gate 0}dde during plasma process-

ing. The charge accumulates on floating polysiiicon and

metal layers electrically connected to the gate oxid&

Interconnection metal lines act as an "antenna", ampli-

fying the charging effect and leading to trapped charges

atthe gate oxida Thesetrapped charges can cause yield

loss and reliability failures.

Workers in thefield have v^ifled thisproblem exper-

imentally, it Is found that the doLd>le metal layer techno!-

ogies worsen the effect by the ratio of the antenna area

to the gate owde area. The worst degradation of gate

oxide occurs during oxynitride dqsosition. however other

plasma processing is also believed to lead to trapped

charges at the gate oxide.

Referring now to Figs. 1A and 1 B, there are shown
schematic diagrams of the prior art process for connect-

ing a large corrtact pad with an active MOS device by

using a metal layer, which could lead to device damage
due to the antenna effect As can be seen in Rg. 1 A, in

the manufacture ofMOS semiconductor devices* a large

contact pad area 10 (of typical size 100 by 100 microm-

eters, and more than about 30 by 30 micrometers) is

electrically connected by ynas 12 to a polysiiicon inter-

connection 14. The pad area 1 0 in a double metal proc-

ess would consist of two layers 24 arxi 26 of metal, as
shown in Rg. IB. The upper metal layer or metal II, 26
is connected through an insulating layer 28 to the lower

metal layer, or metal 1, 24 by a large via 25 which is gen-

erally less than 5 micrometers of the large contact pad
area 10. The polysiiicon interconnection 14teconnected

by vias 16 through an insulating layer to metal intercon-

nection 18. This metal Interconnec^on 18 is connected

by ^nas 17 to polysiiicon 20 to active devices 22. There

is a direct electrical connection among all elements, and
charge accumulated during plaana processing on the

polysiiicon and large metal areas can lead to damage to

the devices due to trapped charges. More specificity;

charge will be induced smd accumulated on the exposed

lower metal layer 24 through the large via 25 In the pre-

sputter etching step before the upper metal layer 26 is

sputtered. The induced charge can lead to damage to

the devices 22 via the drect electrical connection path,

from the lower metal l^er 24, the polysiiicon intercon-

nection 14, the metal Interconnection 18 to the polysiii-

con 20. In addition; the greater the size of the large via

25 is, the greater amount of the charge induced and
accumulated.

ItIscommon in the manufacture of integrated circuits

todaytouse plasnm etching, plasma enhanced chemical

vapor deposition, and sputtering technologies. See VLSI
Technology. S. IVL Sze., Chapter 5 - Reactive Plasma

Etching pages 184-189. Chapter 6 - Dielectric and Poly-

siiicon Rim Deposition pages 235-238. Chapter 9 - Met-

5 allizabon pages 386-391. published by McGraw-Hill

International Editions 1988 in Singapore. A plasma is a
collection of charged particles, including electrons and

positive and negative ions, and it is these charged parti-

des that collect along the conductive surfaces during

10 plasma processing, and may produce the trapped

charges damaging the gate oxide.

Therefore, the primary object of the present inven-

tion Is to provide a grounding method for eliminating the

antenna effect of accumulated electrical charge on float-

is ing poiysllicon, metal Interconnections, and contact pads

connected to the gate o^dde, without additional process

steps. This is accomplished by grounding the large con-

tact pad areas to a silicon substrate during plasma
processing.

20 In accordance with the present Invention, a method
for eliminating the antenna effect in the manufacture of

an integrated circuit In a silicon substrate, wherein there

are contact pad areas at the periphery of the integrated

circuit and Interconnection lines connecting the contact

25 pad areas v^h the integrated circuit, comprises:

(a) grounding the contact pad areas to the silicon

substrate;

(b) processing In a plasma environment that would

30 normally produce electrical charge build-up at the

gate oxide of the integrated circuit, tajt wherein the

grounded contact pad areas eliminate the charge

build*up; and
(c) disabling the grounding of the contact pad areas

3S to retrieve the functioning of the integrated circuit

In accordance with one aspect of the present inven-

t'on, ^6 step (a) includes the steps of:

fbrn^ng a diffusion region In the silicon substrate;

40 forrrtfng an insulating layeronthe siliconsubstrate
with at least one opening to the diffusion region; and

depositing and patterning a first layer of metal on
the insulating layer to form the contact pad areas, the

interconnection lines, a power rail connected to the dlf-

45 fusion region through the opening in the insulating layer,

a power pad area connected to the power rail, and
dummy lines respectively connecting the contact pad
areas with the power rail, theret>y grounding the contact

pad areas to the silicon substrate via the dummy lines,

50 power rail arid diffusion region.

In accordance with one embodiment of the present

invention, the step (c) includes the step offlying a pre-

detennined voltage alternately across each one of the

contact pad areas and the power pad area to bum out

55 the dummy lines so that the contact pad areas are dis-

connected from tfie power rail.

In accordance with another embodiment of the

present invention, the step (c) includes the steps of:

forming asecond insulating layeron thefirst metal
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layer with openingsto the contact pad areas anddummy
lines:

deposrting a second layer of metal on the second

insulating layer such that the second metaJ layer is con-

nected to the contact pad areas and dummy lines

through the openings in the second insulating layer;

forming a resist material over the contact pad

areas:

removing the uncovered second metal layer, and

then removing the uncovered dummy lines in order to

disconnect the contact pad areas from the power rail;

and
removing the resist material, thereby the residual

second metal layerwiththefir^ metal layer inthe contact

pad areas forms the eventual contact pads of the inte-

grated circuit

In accordance with another aspecit of the present

invention, the processing in a plasma environment Is

plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition, plasma

etching, or sputter etch. The method of the preserrt

invention can be applied to multi-level metal technology

in a similar way.

The present invention can be more fully understood

by reference to the following description and acconpa-

nying drawings, which form an integral part of this appli-

cation:

Figs. 1A and 1B illustrate the Prior Art process for

connecting a large contact pad with an active MOS
device by using a metal layer, which could lead to

device damage due to the antenna effect

Fig. 2 illustrates a schematic diagram of an inte-

grated circuit layout according to the process of the

present invention for eliminating the antenna effect

by using grounded dummy metal lines which are

connected to the large contact pads respectively.

Rg. 3A Illustrates a cross-sectional representation

of ai power pad area, taken along ^e line 3A-3A

shown In Rg. 2.

Rg. 3B illustrates a cross-sectiona! rqsr^entation

of a contact pad area with a grounded dununy metal

line, taken along the line 3B-3B shown in Rg. 2.

Rgs. 4A and 4B illustrate a further embodiment of

the present invention for cutting off thedummy metal

lines after plasrm processing steps are firushed.

Referring now to Rg. 2. there is shown a hew layout

design for an integrated circuit (IC) 30 in a silicon sub-

strate according to one preferred embodiment of the

present invention, wherein there is a power rail 40, a

power pad area 38, and large contact pad areas 32 at

the periphery of the integrated circuit 32. The power rail

40 Is connected directlyto the powerpad area 38 and to

a diffusion region 42 in the silicon substrate through con-

tacts 44. The power pad area 38 connects to the power

pin Vqq or Vgg of the finished IC chip. Each contact pad
area 32 is connected to the integrated circuit 30 via an

interconnection line 34 and to the power rail 40 via a
dummy line 38. All of the interconnection tines 34, con-

tact pads 32, dummy lines 36, power rail 40, power pad

38, and contacts 44 can be formed by metal I.

According to this layout design, any charge acojmu-

lated during, plasma processing steps on the conductive

5 layers, particulariy onthe large contactpad areas 32, can

be disikiarged to the grounded silicon substrate via a

direct electrical connection path from the contact pad

areas 32, dummy lines 36, power rail 40, and contacts

44 to the diffusion region 42. This method, thus, effec-

ts tively and completely eliminates the antenna effect After

the int^rated circuit Is finished and before testing, an

appropriate voltage can be applied alternately across

each one of the contact pads 32 and the power pad 38
to burn out thedummy Hnes 36. Then, the functioning of

IS the integrated circuit is retrieved without any extra IC

processing steps. In order to make sure that the dummy
Ones 36 can be burned out without damaging any other

Interconnections, the dummy fine; 36 are preferably

formed sufficiently narrowerthan other interconnections.

so Referring now to Rgs. 3A and 3B, Rg. 3A shows a
cross-sectional representation of the structures of the

power pad 38, power rail 40, and diffusion region 42,

taken along the line 3A-3A shown in Rg. 2, and Rg. 3B
shows a cross-sectional representation ofthe structures

25 of the power rail 40, dumnriy line 36. contactpad 32, and

interconnection line 34, taken along the line 3B-3B

shown in Rg. 2, Reld oxide (FO)Q 52 is thermally grown

onthe sut»strale 50, and the diffusion region 42 Is fonrted

in the substrate 50. BPSQ (borophosllicate) insulating

30 layer 54 Is deposited and patterned on the field oxide52

to form contact vias 56 above the diffusion region 42. A
layer of metal 58 is deposited and patterned to form the

power rail 40, power pad 38, dummy lines 36, contact

pads 32. and interconnection lines 34. The power rail 40

3S is connected to the diffusion region 42 through the con-

tact vias 56. Subsequent plasma processing steps may
be completed without accumulating charge and causing

the antenna effect because the metal layer 58 is

grounded to the substrate 50 in this situation. Pad open-
40 ings60 arepatterned through a pasdvation layer 62.The

burning out process for the dummy lin^ 36 can be then

performed by applying an appropriatevoltagealternately

across each one of the contact pads 32 and the power

pad 38 in order to retrieve the functioning of the inte-

45 grated circuit It should be understood by those skilled In

the art thatthis method can be also applied to multi-level

metal technology.

Referring now to Rgs. 4A and 4B, there is shown in

cross section another embodiment of the present Inven-

50 tion for disconnecting thedummy lines 36 vM\ the power

rail 40 In a double metal process afterplasma processing

steps are finished. Referring first to Rg. 4A, field oxide

(FO)g 52 is thermally grown on the substrate 50. and the

BPSQ (borophosllicate) insulating layer 54 is deposited

55 and pattemed on the field onde 52. A first layer of metal

58 is deposited and pattemed to form the power rail 40,

dummy lines 36, contact pads 32, and Interconnecfion

lines 34 as in the above^iescribed embodiment Sut^e-

quent f^sma processing steps may be completed with-

3
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out accumulating charge and causing the antenna effect

because the first metal layer 58 Is grounded to the sub-

strate 50 in this situation. Vias 76 and 78 respectively

above the contact pads 32 and dummy lines 36 are pat-

terned through a second Insulating layer 70, A second

layer of metal 74 is deposited, and a photoresist 80 is

formed to cover the pad areas. Then, the exposed sec-

ond metal layer is removed by etching, and the thus-

exposed dummy metal lines 36 through the vias 78 is

also etched away to disconnectthe contact pads 32 from

the power rail 40, as shown in Rg. 4B. In this way. the

functioning of the integrated circuit is retrieved without

any extra processing steps. The second metal layer 72

in the pad areas is connected to the first metal layer 58

through the vias 76 to finish the eventual contact pads.

After the photoresist 80 is stripped, a passivation layer

74 is deposited and patterned to form pad openings 90.

It should t>e understood by those skilled in the art that

Ihfs method canbe also applied to triple- or greater multi-

level metal technology.

While the invention has been described in terms of

what Is presently considered to be the most practical and

prefen-ed embodiments, it is to be understood that the

invention need not be limited to the disclosed embodi-

ments. On the contrary, it is intended to cover various

modifications and similar arrangements included wHhin

the spirit and scope of the appended claims, the scope

of which should be accorded the broadest Interpretation

so as to encompass all such nrKXIifications and similar

structures.

Claims

1. A method for eliminating the antenna effect in the

manufacture of an integrated drcuit fn a silicon sub-

strate, wherein there are contact pad areas at the

periphery of the integrated circuit and interconnec-

tion lines connecting the contact pad areas with the

integrated circuit, comprising:

(a) grounding the contact pad areas to the sili-

con substrate;

(b) processing in a plasma environment that

would normally produce electrical charge build-

up at the gate coade of the integrated circdt. but

wherein the grounded contact pad areas elimi-

nate the charge k)u3d-up; and

(c) disabling the grounding of the contact pad

areas to retrieve the functioning of the inte-

grated circuit

2. The method as claimed in claim 1 , wherein the step

(a) Includes the steps of:

forming a diffusion region In the silicon sub-

strate;

forming an insulating layer on the silicon sub-

strate with at least one opening to the diffusion

region; and
depositingand patterning a first layer of metal

m the insulating layer toformthe contactpad areas,

the Interconnection lines, a power ran connected to

the diffusion region through the opening in the Insu-

lating layer, a power pad area connected to the

5 power rail, anddummy lines respectively connecting

the contact pad areas witii the power rail, thereby

grounding the contact pad areas to the silicon sub*

strata via the dummy lines, power rail and diffusion

region.

10

3. The method as claimed in claim 2. wherein the step

(c) includes the step of applying a predetermined

voltage alternately across eadi one of the contact

pad areas and the power pad area to burn out the

1$ dummy lines so that the contact pad areas are dis-

connected from -the power raiK

4. The method as claimed in claim 2, wherein the step

(c) includes the st^ of:

20 forming a second insulating layer on the first

metal layer with openings to the contact pad areas

and dummy lines;

depositing asecond layer ot metal on the sec-

ond insulating layer such thatthe second metal layer

25 is connected to the contact pad areas and dummy
lines through the openings in the second insulating

layer;

forming a resist material over the contactpad
areas;

30 removing the uncovered second metal layer,

and then removing the uncovered dummy lines in

order to disconnect the contact pad areas from the

power rail; and
removing the resist material, thereby the

35 residua! second metal layer v\nth the first metal layer

in the contact pad areas forms the eventual contact

pads of the integrated circuit.

5. The method as claimed in any of the preceding

40 claims, wherein the processing in a plasma e^viror^

ment is plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposi-

tion.

6. The method as daimed in any of the preceding

45 claims, wherein the processing fn a plasma environ*

ment is plasma etching.

7. The method as daimed in daim 6. wherein the

plasma etching is a sputter etch.

so

8. A grounding method for elimirating the process

antenna effect substantially as hereinbefore

described with reference to Rgures 2, 3A-3B and
4A-4B.

55
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